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Abstract�—This paper considers downlink spectrum allocation
in a long term evolution (LTE) system macrocell which contains
multiple femtocells. By incorporating cognitive capabilities into
femtocell base stations, the Home evolved Node Bs (HeNBs) can
be formulated as secondary base stations seeking to maximize the
spectrum utility while minimizing interference to primary base
stations (evolved Node-Bs). The competition amongst cognitive
HeNBs for spectrum resources is formulated as a non-cooperative
game-theoretic learning problem where each agent (HeNB) seeks
to adapt its strategy in real time. We formulate the resource block
(RB) allocation among HeNBs in the downlink of a LTE system
using a game-theoretic framework, where the correlated equi-
librium solutions of the formulated game are being investigated.
A distributed RB access algorithm is proposed to compute the
correlated equilibrium RB allocation policy.

Abstract�—LTE/3GPP system, cognitive base stations, fem-
tocells, self-organized network, correlated equilibrium, game-
theoretic learning.

GLOSSARY

3GPP 3rd Generation Partnership Project
4G 4th Generation
AWGN Additive White Gaussian Noise
CCI Co-Channel Interference
DFP Dynamic Frequency Planning
DSL Digital Subscriber Line
eNB Evolved Node-B
HeNB Home Evolved Node-B
LTE Long Term Evolution
Mbps Megabit Per Second
OFDMA Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access
QoS Quality of Service
RB Resource Block
SON Self-Organized Network
UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunication System
WLAN Wireless Local Area Network

I. INTRODUCTION

AN important feature of Long Term Evolution (LTE)/3rd
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) systems [1] is that

it allows distributed implementation of femtocells to meet a
variety of service requirements. The femtocell access points,
denoted as Home evolved Node-B (HeNB) in 3GPP, are low-
cost, low-power, plug-and-play cellular base stations. In order
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to provide broadband connectivity, these HeNBs will need
to possess adaptive/cognitive facilities. In the October 2010
release of 3GPP, HeNBs are described as self-optimized nodes
in a Self-Organized Network (SON) which need to maintain
quality of service (QoS) with minimal intervention from the
service operator [2]. HeNBs are equipped with cognitive
functionalities for load balancing, interference management,
random access channel optimization, capacity and coverage
optimization, and handover parameter optimization.

With the above motivation, this paper considers spectrum
resource allocation in an orthogonal frequency division multi-
ple access (OFDMA) LTE downlink system which consists of
a macrocell base station (evolved Node-B (eNB)) and multiple
femtocell base stations (HeNBs). By incorporating cognitive
capabilities into these self-optimized femtocell base stations,
the cognitive HeNBs aim to maximize the spectrum utility
by utilizing the unoccupied frequencies while minimizing
interference to the eNB (primary base station) in a spectrum
overlay LTE system. The unit of spectrum resource to be
allocated in a LTE system is called a resource block (RB)
and it is comprised of 12 subcarriers at a 15 kHz spacing.

Given the RB occupancy of the eNB, the competition for
the spectrum resources among HeNBs can be formulated
in a game-theoretic setting [3]. Instead of computing the
Nash equilibrium policy of the formulated game, we seek to
characterize and compute the correlated equilibrium policy set
[4], [5]. The set of correlated equilibria is a convex polytope. It
includes the set of Nash equilibria �– indeed the Nash equilibria
are isolated points at the extrema of this set [6], [7]. The
set of correlated equilibria [5] is arguably the most natural
attractive set for a decentralized adaptive algorithm such as the
one considered here, and describes a condition of competitive
optimality between agents (cognitive femtocell base stations).
It is more preferable than Nash equilibria since it directly
considers the ability of agents to coordinate their actions. This
coordination can lead to higher performance than if each agent
was required to act in isolation. Indeed, Hart and Mas-Colell
observe in [8] that, for most simple adaptive procedures, �“...
there is a natural coordination device: the common history,
observed by all players. It is thus not reasonable to expect that,
at the end, independence among players will obtain.�” Since
the set of correlated equilibria is convex, fairness between
players can be addressed in this domain. Finally, decentralized,
online adaptive procedures naturally converge to the correlated
equilibria, whereas the same is not true for Nash equilibria (the
so-called law of conservation of coordination [9]).
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Related work: There are several important issues being
addressed in recent literature regarding the deployment of
HeNB femtocells in a LTE system. One area of interest is how
to mitigate the interferences among HeNBs so as to improve
the system performance. In [10] and [11], Lopez-Perez et
al. used Dynamic Frequency Planning (DFP), an interference
avoidance technique, to decrease the inter-cell interference
and increase the network capacity by dynamically adapting
the radio frequency parameters to the specic scenario. They
also veried the performance of the DFP technique in a
OFDMA WiMAX macrocells and femtocells system. Choi
et al. investigated in [12] how to minimize the interference
caused by femtocells in an open access (spectrum underlay)
network. They showed adaptive open access will maximize
the value of a femtocell both to its owner and to the network
using numerical results.

Attar et al. studied the benets of developing cognitive
base-stations in a UMTS LTE network [13]. Radio resource
management protocols are not specied by standards, such
as 3GPP�’s UMTS LTE. Thus, there is considerable exibility
in their design. The insufciency of traditional coexistence
solutions in LTE context is shown in [13]. It is argued
that cognitive base-stations are crucial to an efcient and
distributed radio resource management of LTE given its dis-
tributed architecture. One motivation for such argument, is
the lessons learnt from wide-spread deployment of wireless
local area network (WLAN) access points. The simple plug-
and-play nature of WLAN routers, along with the unlicensed
nature of WLAN spectrum access, alleviated the need for
time and cost-intensive network plannings. This in turn helped
a rapid proliferation of WLAN hotspots. However, as the
number of coexisting WLAN networks increases, so does
their mutual interfering effect, rendering such simple, selsh
coexistence strategies problematic. By incorporating the main
three cognitive radio capabilities into the LTE base-stations,
which are

1) radio scene analysis
2) online learning based on the feedback from RF environ-

ment
3) and agile/dynamic resource access schemes

a successful coexistence strategy among eNBs and HeNBs can
be achieved.

Main Results: We formulate the RB allocation among
HeNBs in the downlink LTE system as a game in Section II.
Given the RB usage of the eNB in a LTE macrocell, the
cognitive HeNBs are modelled as selsh players competing
to acquire the common frequency resources. This framework
borrows the idea of cognitive radio systems [14], [15], where
we formulate the cognitive HeNBs as secondary users and the
eNB as the primary user in the shared spectrum system. A
global utility function is dened to evaluate the overall LTE
network performance. To achieve the optimal global utility
value in a distributed set-up, we also dene a local utility func-
tion for each cognitive HeNB. This local utility comprises of
components that incorporate self-interest, fairness and power
consumption of each HeNB.

Section III-A denes the correlated equilibrium of a game.
A RB access algorithm (Algorithm 1) is proposed which
converges to the correlated equilibrium solution. This RB

Fig. 1. System schema of a single eNB macrocell which contains multiple
HeNB femtocells in a LTE/3GPP network.

access algorithm is based on the regret matching algorithm
[8], [16], [17] and it has a distributed nature as each cognitive
HeNB does not require the information of other HeNBs.
We also prove that this proposed algorithm will converge
to the correlated equilibrium set of the formulated game
in Section III-C. Finally, numerical examples are give in
Section IV.

II. RESOURCE ALLOCATION AMONG HENBS: PROBLEM

FORMULATION

We consider a macrocell area with a number of femtocells
randomly deployed by home and ofces within a OFDMA
LTE network (Fig. 1). By incorporating the cognitive ca-
pacities into femtocell base stations, the spectrum occupancy
behaviour of the macrocell base station (eNB) can be formu-
lated as a primary base station and that of the femtocell base
stations (HeNBs) can be formulated as secondary base stations
(cognitive base stations) in a spectrum overlay network1. Due
to the selsh nature of each base station, the competition for
the common spectrum resource among cognitive base stations
can be formulated using a game-theoretic framework.

A. System Description

The resource allocation process in LTE networks follows a
time slotted system model where each time slot length equals
to that of a RB (0.5 ms), with RB being the smallest unit of
resource that can be allocated. Let ! ∈ {1, 2, . . . , $ } denote the
time slot index. $ denes the time horizon of the formulated
game. Let % denote the total number of available RBs in the
system, % !

ℎ#$% denote the number of RBs occupied by HeNBs
at time ! and % !

#&' denotes the number of RBs occupied by
eNB at time !. As we consider a spectrum overlay system,
% !

ℎ#$% ≤ (% −% !
#&').

Let & denote the total number of HeNBs coexisting in
the network, ' ∈ & = {1, 2, . . . ,&} denote the user index
and ( ∈ {1, 2, . . .% !

ℎ#$%} denote the RB index occupied by

1As described in [13], it is also possible to study an underlay cognitive
femtocell strategy in which RBs accessed by eNB and HeNBs are not
orthogonal. However, as the objective of our analysis is modelling the
competition among selsh HeNBs, the proposed solutions can be readily
extended to the aforementioned spectrum underlay LTE systems.
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cognitive base stations (HeNBs). We use )!((() ∈ {0, 1} to
denote the action of the 'th HeNB on the ( th RB at time !,
where 0 represents not transmit and 1 represents transmit.

Let p!
( = {)!((1), . . . , )!((% !

ℎ#$%)} ∈ '( denote the action
of the 'th HeNB over all the available RBs to HeNBs at
time !, with '( denoting the action space of the 'th HeNB.
p! = {p!

1, . . . ,p
!
)} ∈ ' is used to denote the composition of

the actions from all the HeNBs at time !. ' is the joint action
space of all HeNBs.

Use *!((() ∈ {1, 2, . . . , +*} to denote channel quality state
of the 'th HeNB on the ( th RB at time ! after quantiza-
tion. For example, the channel quality can be obtained by
quantizing a continuous valued channel model comprising of
circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variables into
+* different states. Let s!( = {*!((1), . . . , *!((% !

ℎ#$%)} denote
the channel state composition of the 'th HeNB over all the
available RBs and s! = {s!1, . . . , s!)} denote the channel state
composition over all the HeNBs.

Let ,!((() denote the interference introduced to the 'th
HeNB at time ! on the ( th RB. The interference comprises
two parts, namely, noise and co-channel interference (CCI).
The noise -!

((() is assumed to be additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) with a noise covariance of .2

((() and the CCI
is introduced by having different HeNBs sharing the same RB.
An interference matrix w!(() is introduced to model the CCI
among all HeNBs on the ( th RB at time !. The elements
of this interference matrix, i.e., /!

+,-(() where 0, 1 ∈ &,
denote the cross channel quality between the 0th and 1th
HeNBs. Assuming channel reciprocity, w!(() is a symmetric
matrix, i.e., /!

+,-(() = /!
-,+((). It is clear that the interference

matrix has zero-valued diagonal elements, i.e., /!
+,+(() = 0

for ∀0 ∈ &. The value of w!(() depends on the location of
all the HeNBs.

We assume the 'th (' ∈ &) HeNB has the following
information at the beginning of a time slot !.

1) % !
ℎ#$%: the number of available RBs for HeNBs,

2) s!(, i.e., the channel state vector of the 'th HeNB,
3) ,!((() which is the received interference at HeNB ' on

RB ( at time !,
4) the current demand level of the 'th HeNB which is

denoted by 2!(.
% !

ℎ#$% can be obtained through a xed broadband access
network (e.g., DSL, Cable) as described in [18]. s!( and ,!((()
can be obtained by channel sensing mechanism during the
guard interval at the beginning of each time slot. 2!( is used
to denote the system resource demand level of HeNB ' at
time !, it is of the same unit as that of system capacity. 2!(
is determined by the user requirement with in a HeNB cell
at time !. In the case that there are more devices transmit
data using frequency bandwidth within HeNB ' at time !, 2!(
is of higher value. An important characteristic of this model
is that radio-specic quantity 2!( needs only to be known to
the 'th HeNB cell, thus allowing decentralized resource allo-
cation algorithms. Based on the above information, HeNB '
chooses its action vector p!

(, selshly, to maximize its local
utility function. The denition of utility will be presented in
Section II-B.

Note that in the case that HeNBs are owned by different
agents and they are so sophisticated to behave maliciously,

they can opt not to reveal their true demand levels 2!(
(' = 1, . . . ,&) to optimize their own utilities at the cost of
reducing the overall system performance. It requires mecha-
nism design theory in order to prevent this from happening.
Similar problems has been studies in [19] where the authors
applied pricing mechanism to ensure each rational selsh user
maximize its own utility function, at the same time optimizing
the overall system utility. Reputation based mechanism design
is another area of research, where system uses reputation as
a tool to motivate cooperation between users and indicate a
good behaviour within the network. If a user does not pay
attention to its reputation and keep acting maliciously, it will
be isolated and discarded. Such reputation based mechanism
has been applied in ad hoc networks and sensor networks [20],
[21]. However, this paper assumes all the malicious behaviours
have been eliminated in the system and each HeNB uses its
true demand level 2!( to compute its utility function.

The distributed decision making process amongst HeNBs
denes the action set p!, which in turn leads to a different
realization of interference level ,!(((), ∀ ' ∈ & and ( =
{1, . . . , % !

ℎ#$%}. Therefore, the action of one femtocell base
station (HeNB) affects the utilities of other femtocells, which
motivates the use of game-theoretic approaches to analyze and
compute the RB allocation policies among all the HeNBs. In
the following subsection, we dene the global system utility
function and the local utility functions for femtocell base
stations.

B. Utility Function

The goal of this paper is to optimize the global resource
allocation problem using a decentralized approach. We should
demonstrate a connection global utility function and the local
utility function that will guide the allocation decision of each
HeNB. This connection is presented through the derivation
of global and local performance measures. This subsection
denes a global utility function to evaluate the overall system
performance, based on which a local utility function is dened
for each cognitive HeNB. Each HeNB selshly maximizes
its local utility function which does not guarantee the global
system performance. We aim to design local utility functions
which ensure global system performance quality at the corre-
lated equilibrium of the formulated game.

Let 3!
( denote the capacity of HeNB ' at time !. If a

capacity-achieving code such as turbo code or low-density
parity-check code (LDPC) code is applied for error correction,
3!

( can be expressed as follows using Shannon-Hartley�’s
theorem [22].

3!
( =

&!
ℎ#$%∑

.=1

4 ⋅ log2
[
1 +

)!((()× *!((()

,!((()

]

,!((() = .2
((() +

)∑

+=1

/!
(,+(()× )!+((), (1)

where 4 denotes the bandwidth of a RB. We assume that all
the HeNBs treat the interferences as Gaussian noises. Note
that /!

(,( = 0 for ' = 1, . . . ,& .
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1) Global Utility Function: Since all cognitive HeNBs
have equal priority in accessing system resources, a global
objective is chosen to maximize the performance of the worst-
off HeNB such that the available resources are fairly allocated
among HeNBs. Therefore, given the action vector p! of all
the HeNBs, the global utility function at time ! is dened as
follows.

5/(p
!) = min

(∈"

[
min(

3!
(

2!(
, 1)

]
. (2)

Here, the term min(0
!
&

1!
&
, 1) represents the satisfaction level

of the 'th HeNB and it is a function of the instantaneous
capacity of the 'th HeNB at time ! divided by its current
demand level. Note that mathematically (2) is equivalent
to 5/(p!) = min(∈"

0!
&

1!
&
, operation min(0

!
&

1!
&
, 1) is applied

because the satisfaction level is within the range of [0, 1]
The action vector among all the HeNBs at time ! p! is

chosen to maximize the minimum satisfaction level among all
the & HeNBs. That is,

p! = argmax
p∈#

5/(p) = max
p∈#

min
(∈"

[
min(

3!
(

2!(
, 1)

]
. (3)

This global utility optimization problem (3) aims to maximize
the minimum satisfaction level among all the & HeNBs.
Note the global utility function can be of other forms, e.g.,
aiming to maximize the average satisfaction level among all
the & HeNBs, in which case the global utility function can
be specied as follows (4). However, this paper focuses on
the scenario where the global utility is chosen to maximize
the worst-off user (2).

5/(p
!) =

1

&

∑

(∈"

[
min(

3!
(

2!(
, 1)

]
. (4)

The system objective is to nd the action vector p! so as to
maximize the satisfaction level of the worst-off HeNB 5/(p!).
The proposed approach to achieve the correlated equilibrium
policy in a decentralized way, is to allow each cognitive HeNB
choosing its action p!

( (' ∈ &) based on the optimization
of its local utility function. The question that remains to
be answered is how to select a proper local utility function
which also ensures a good overall system performance. In the
next subsection, we will derive such a utility function and
determine its relation to the global utility objective.

2) Local HeNB Utility Function: If each cognitive HeNB
has a reasonable estimate of the global utility function, 5/,
then the decentralized resource allocation policy can be di-
rectly realized by each cognitive HeNB choosing an action
which maximizes its estimate of 5/. However, as the global
utility function also depends on the private information of
other players, i.e., the demand levels 2!+ and actions p!

+ (0 ∈ &
and 0 ∕= ') of other HeNBs, such an assumption is not
practical.

Below, we construct a local utility function 5( for HeNB '
(' ∈ &) consisting of three parts, where each part addresses
a certain aspect of the problem at hand.

The rst part of the local utility function reects the self
interest component of a cognitive HeNB, given by,

5([1](p
!
() = min

(3!
(

2!(
, 1
)
. (5)

Maximizing 5([1](p!
() is equivalent to maximizing HeNB '�’s

portion of the global utility 5/ (2). However, a game with
(5) as the only component of the local utility function would
resemble a congestion game, which may not be solvable in
closed form. Moreover, (5) only shows the self interested part
of the global objective (2) and it neglects the inter-relation
of decisions of each player on the achieved utility of other
players. Since each HeNB known only its own demand leven
2!( and action p!

(, we induce such interaction through the
following two principles.

1) At each time !, the capacity of the 'th HeNB 3!
(

should not exceeds its demand level 2!(, as it leaves less
resource to other HeNBs.

2) Each HeNB should minimize its transmission power, as
higher transmission power decreases the performance of
other HeNBs by introducing higher interferences.

The rst principle is satised by introducing the second
component of the local utility function where a penalty is
introduced if the choice of resources of a HeNB exceeds its
demand level. The details of the second component of the
local utility function is shown as follows:

5([2](p
!
() = − 1

2!(

(
3!

( − 2!(
)+

, (6)

where (6)+ denotes the operation max(6, 0). The second
local utility component suppresses greedy HeNB behaviour,
and it brings 3(

( closer to its demand 2!(. This local utility
component also helps to maintain the fairness among all the
HeNBs.

The third component of the local utility function is used
to implement the second principle by considering power as
part of the cost of a HeNB, thus, encouraging each HeNB
to minimize its power consumption. The details of the third
component is shown as follow:

5([3](p
!
() = −

&!
ℎ#$%∑

.=1

)!(((). (7)

Note that we assume unit power transmission of all the HeNBs
on each of the RB in our system model. In this system model,
each HeNB is assumed to be a selsh user aiming to maximize
its own utility function with the minimum cost. By including
the power consumption cost as part of the local utility function,
it helps the local utility to represent the global utility.

Based on the above denitions, the local utility function of
a HeNB ' can be dened as follows.

5((p
!
() = 5([1](p

!
() + 72 ⋅ 5([2](p

!
() + 73 ⋅ 5([3](p

!
(), (8)

where 72 and 73 are the weighting factors introduced to
combine the three utility components assuming 5([1] has a
unit weighting factor, i.e., 71 = 1. These weighting factors
are necessary because the actual effect of each component is
unknown. By carefully adjusting the values of (72, 73), we
can change the effect of each of the three utility components,
which then enable the local utility to mimic the behaviour
of the global utility (2) in the best way. Thus, the question
remains to be how to choose (72, 73) which lead to the best
overall system performance (2). This paper does not provide
a closed form solution to this question, instead, we choose the
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weight factors according to the numerical studies in (IV). The
selected weighting factors (72, 73) does not ensure the maxi-
mization of the instantaneous global utility function at time !,
instead, it maximizes the expected system performance under
different channel realizations, i.e., !*!1,*

!
2,...*

!
'

{
5/(Pt)

}
.

Recall that a cognitive HeNB ', ∀' ∈ &, tries to maximize
its utility function 5((p!

() selshly by choosing the action
vector p!

( at the beginning of each time slot. In the following
sections, we will show the existence of the correlated equilib-
rium solution, given the distributed decision making process
of HeNBs in a static environment.

III. CORRELATED EQUILIBRIUM SOLUTIONS WITH A

GAME-THEORETIC APPROACH

This section uses game-theoretic approach to formulate the
resource allocation among cognitive femtocell base stations
(HeNBs) in a static environment, each of HeNB is formulated
as a selsh game player aiming to maximize its local utility
function (8). A static environment is where the system pa-
rameters (e.g., the channel statistics s!( (' ∈ &), the primary
base station behaviour and the number of HeNBs &) are
constants or slowly evolve with time. We investigate the cor-
related equilibrium solution of this static game, which can be
obtained via a distributed RB access algorithm. The algorithm
is an adaptive variant of the regret matching procedure of
[8]. It dynamically adapts the behaviour of HeNBs to time
varying environment conditions. We also prove the RB access
algorithm converges to the correlated equilibrium set of the
dened game.

A. Denition of Correlated Equilibrium

In a &-player (HeNB) game set-up, each HeNB ' (' ∈ &)
is a selsh game player aiming to devise a rule for selecting an
action vector p!

( at each time slot to maximize (the expected
value of) its utility function 5((p!

(). Since each player only
has control over its own action p!

(, the optimal action policy
depends on the rational consideration of the action policies
from other users. We focus on the correlated equilibrium
solution of the considered game [4], [5], this solution is
an important generalization of the Nash equilibrium and is
dened as follows.

Denition 3.1: Dene a joint policy ! to be a probability
distribution on the joint action space ' = '1 × '2 . . .') .
Given actions of other players p!

−(, the policy ! is a correlated
equilibrium, if for any alternative policy p̂!

( ∈ '(, it holds that,
∑

p!
−&∈#−&

!(p!
−(,p

!
()5((p

!
() ≥

∑

p!
−&∈#−&

!(p!
−(, p̂

!
()5((p̂

!
().

Correlated equilibrium can be intuitively interpreted as if
! provides the & players a strategy recommendation from
the trusted third-party. The implicit assumption is that the
& − 1 other players follow this recommendation, and player
' ask itself whether it is of its best interest to follow the
recommendation as well. The equilibrium condition states
that there is no deviation rule that could award player '
a better expected utility than !. Any Nash equilibrium can
be represented as a correlated equilibrium when users can
generate their recommendations independently. One of the

advantages of using correlated equilibrium is that it permits
coordination among users, generally through observation of a
common signal, which leads to an improved performance over
a Nash equilibrium [5].

B. Decentralized RB Access Algorithm

The RB access algorithm is an adaptive extension of the
regret matching procedure [8], it enables HeNBs to adapt
their policies to time varying system environment. Let H((p!)
denote the regret matrix of the 'th cognitive HeNB at time !,
it is of size ∣'(∣ × ∣'(∣ with its (∣i∣, ∣j∣)th entry (i, j ∈ '()
specied as,

8(∣i∣,∣j∣)
( (p!) = 1(p!

&=i) × [5((j,p
!
−()− 5((i,p

!
−()], (9)

where 1(⋅) is an indicator function. Furthermore, dene "!
( to

be the overall regret matrix of HeNB ' and it is also of size
∣'(∣× ∣'(∣. The regret value "!

((∣j∣, ∣i∣) measures the average
gain of user ' at time ! if ' had chosen action i in the past
(from time 0 to !) instead of j. If the gain is positive, ' is
more likely to switch to action i in the future, otherwise, ' is
more likely to stay with j. Specically, policy transition matrix
is a function of the current regret matrix "!−1

( as specied in
(10). Note this regret based scheme requires users to know the
reward for each action, even if that action is not taken. Users
updates its policy based on the calculated regret matrix (10).
A RB access algorithm is proposed to compute the correlated
equilibrium resource allocation policy, the details of which are
listed in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 LTE Cognitive HeNB RB Access Algorithm
Step 1 Set ! = 0; Initialize p0 and set !0

! = H!(p
0) for ∀" ∈ #.

Step 2
for ! = 1, 2, 3, . . . do

Action Update: For ∀" ∈ #, choose p"
! = i with probability

ℙ(p"
! = i∣p"−1

! = j, !"−1
! )

=

⎧
⎨

⎩

max(#!−1
& (∣j∣,∣i∣),0)

% if i ∕= j

1−
∑

i ∕=j

max(#!−1
& (∣j∣,∣i∣),0)

% if i = j
(10)

Regret Matrices Update: Based on the new action, the overall
regret matrices are updated according to the following stochastic
approximation algorithm with step size %".

!"
! = !"−1

! + %" ⋅ (H!(p
")− !"−1

! ), ∀" ∈ #. (11)

end for

Algorithm 1 can be summarized as follows. Step 1 initial-
izes the system by setting time index ! = 0 and the initial
values of p0 and "0

(. Step 2 is the main iteration of the
algorithm which is composed of two parts: actions update
and regret matrices update. A HeNB ' chooses its action
for time slot ! according to the current action p!−1

( and the
regret matrix "!−1

( . In (10), 9 is a constant parameter which
is chosen to be 9 ≥

∑
i∕=j max(:!−1

( (∣j∣, ∣i∣), 0) to ensure the
probabilities are non-negative. The choice of step size ;! used
in (11), can be either a decreasing step size ;! = 1/! or a small
constant step size ;! = ; (0 < ; ≪ 1). If system parameters do
not evolve with time, using decreasing step size convergences
the algorithm to the correlated equilibrium set with probability
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one. Using a constant step size enables the algorithm to track
of the correlated equilibrium set if system parameters slowly
evolve with time.

Depending on the selection of the step size ;!, the regret
matrix "!

( can be rewritten as follows.

!"
!(∣j∣, ∣i∣) =

1
!

∑

&≤",p(
&=j

(
&!(i,p

&
−!)− &!(j,p

&
−!)

)
,

if %" =
1
!
;

!"
!(∣j∣, ∣i∣) =

∑

&≤",p(
&=j

%(1− %)"−&(&!(i,p
&
−!)− &!(j,p

&
−!)

)
,

if %" = %. (12)

The above RB access algorithm is a modication of the
regret matching procedure in [8]. In the regret matching
approach, the decisions of each HeNB is based on the average
history of all past observed performance results. This choice,
however, is not desirable in our scenario since the system
parameters may vary over time. Instead, our algorithm adapts
the regret matrices "!

( (' ∈ &) according to the updated
system parameters which captures the time-varying nature
of the system. The decentralized feature of this RB access
algorithm permits its implementation among the distributed
femtocells in a LTE/3GPP network.

Regret matrix "!
( is one of the key parameters in Algo-

rithm 1, based on which a cognitive HeNB adjusts its future
action. The interpretation of the (∣i∣, ∣j∣)th entry of "!

( is that
measures the average gain that a cognitive HeNB ' would
have, had it chosen action j in the past (i.e, in the (! − 1)th
time slot) instead of i.

C. Convergence of RB Access Algorithm

By using the result from [23], we introduce Theorem 3.2
which proves that the RB access algorithm (Algorithm 1)
converges to the correlated equilibrium under certain condi-
tions. Let "( denote the regret matrix of the 'th HeNB when
! → ∞. Use ΓΩ("() to denote the projection of parameter "(

on Ω, where Ω is the closed negative orthant of ℝ∣p&∣×∣p&∣.
Let < 6, > > denote the inner product of 6 and >.

Theorem 3.2: The RB access algorithm (Algorithm 1) is
ensured to converge to the correlated equilibrium set of the
formulated game.
Proof: By using Proposition 3.8 and Corollary 5.7 in [23], we
know if every HeNB follows the strategy in Algorithm 1, it is
enough to prove that the following inequality, given by (13),
holds in order to prove that Algorithm 1 converges to the set
of correlated equilibria of the dened game.

< "( − ΓΩ("(), "
′

( − ΓΩ("() >≤ 0. (13)

□
Condition (13) is originated from the Blackwell�’s sufcient

condition for approachability [24]. Therefore, we only need to
demonstrate that (13) holds in order to prove the convergence
of RB access algorithm.

Note that the negative orthant Ω is a convex set. The left
hand side of (13) can be expressed as,

< "( − ΓΩ("(), "
′

( − ΓΩ("() >

= < "( − ΓΩ("(), "
′

( > − < "( − ΓΩ("(),ΓΩ("() >,

where < "( − ΓΩ("(),ΓΩ("() >= 0 due to the denition of
projection. Thus, in order to establish (13) we need to prove
< "( − ΓΩ("(), "

′

( >≤ 0.
Let us construct a Markov chain with the transition prob-

ability specied in (10) and use @∣i∣ (i ∈ '() to denote the
stationary distribution of such a Markov chain. @∣i∣ can be
specied as follows.

@∣i∣ =
∑

∣j∣∕=∣i∣

@∣j∣
:+( (∣j∣, ∣i∣)

9
+ @∣i∣ ⋅

(
1−

∑

∣i∣∕=∣j∣

:+( (∣i∣, ∣j∣)
9

)
, (14)

where 9 is a constant chosen to be 9 >
∑

∣j∣∕=∣i∣ :
+
( (∣j∣, ∣i∣).

Then, (14) is equivalent to the following equation.
∑

∣j∣∕=∣i∣

@∣j∣:
+
( (∣j∣, ∣i∣) = @∣i∣

∑

∣j∣∕=∣i∣

:+( (∣i∣, ∣j∣). (15)

Since the projection is on the negative orthant Ω, "( −
ΓΩ("() = "+

( . < "( − ΓΩ("(), "
′

( > can then be written as

< "( − ΓΩ("(), "
′

( >=< "+
( , "

′

( >

=
∑

j

∑

i∕=j

:+( (∣j∣, ∣i∣)
[
5((i,p−()− 5((j,p−()

]
@∣j∣

=
∑

i∕=j

∑

j

:+( (∣i∣, ∣j∣)5((j,p−()@∣i∣

−
∑

j

∑

i∕=j

:+( (∣j∣, ∣i∣)5((j,p−()@∣j∣

=
∑

j

[∑

i∕=j

:+( (∣i∣, ∣j∣)@∣i∣ −
∑

i∕=j

:+( (∣j∣, ∣i∣)@∣j∣
]
5((j,p−()

= 0. (16)

Therefore, the condition stated in (13) is proved to hold. This
concludes the proof of Theorem 3.2.■

D. Correlated Equilibrium under Dynamic Environments and
Curse of Dimensionality

In the case that system contains large number of active
mobile users, it causes high dynamic macro base station
behaviour. In which scenario, the problem can be described as:
resource allocation among femtocells (HeNBs) in a OFDMA
LTE downlink system under a dynamic environment where the
resource occupancy behaviour of the primary base station (sys-
tem state) is varying quickly while other system parameters
(e.g., number of HeNBs) are constants or evolving slowing.

By formulating the dynamic of system state as a Markov
chain, it requires Markov game-theoretic approach to formu-
late the resource allocation problem among femtocell base
stations (HeNBs) as a Markov game. Different from static
game, system state and state transition probabilities are im-
portant elements in dynamic games as they abstract the time-
varying nature of a dynamic environment. A reasonable choice
of the system state is [% !

ℎ#$%, s
!
1, . . . , s

!
) ] which is composed

of the number of available RBs for HeNBs and the channel
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states of HeNBs. By dening the correlated equilibrium or
Nash equilibrium of such a dynamic stochastic game, dif-
ferent optimization algorithms can be used to compute the
equilibrium transmission polices. E.g., [25] proposed iterative
value optimization algorithm and stochastic approximation
algorithm to compute the Nash equilibrium policies in the
formulated Markovian game.

Potential applications notwithstanding, there remains sub-
stantial hurdles in the application of dynamic stochastic games
as a modelling tools in practice. Discrete-time stochastic
games with nite number of states are central to the analysis
of strategic interactions among selsh HeNBs in dynamic
environment. The usefulness of discrete-time games, however,
is limited by their computational burden; in particular, there is
�“curse of dimensionality�”. In a discrete-time dynamic stochas-
tic game, each game player (HeNB) is distinguished by an
individual state at each time slot. The system state is a vector
encoding the number of players with each possible value of
the individual state variable [% !

ℎ#$%, s
!
1, . . . , s

!
) ]. The system

state is exponential to the number of the HeNBs in the system.
How to efciently reduce the state space is yet an issue to
solve before the implementation of stochastic games in LTE
systems. One direction of research is to consider continuous-
time stochastic game models. E.g., [26] aims to reduce the
dimensionality by exploring the alternative continuous-time
stochastic games with a nite number of states and show that
the continuous time has substantial advantages.

IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

Algorithm 1 is designed to compute the correlated equi-
librium policies for cognitive HeNBs in the downlink of
a OFDMA LTE/3GPP system. This section illustrates the
performance of the RB access algorithm (Algorithm 1) in a
game set-up. For demonstration purpose, we consider & = 6
HeNBs. For the 'th HeNB (' ∈ &), its channel quality at any
RB ( (( ∈ ℱ ) is *((() ∈ {1, 2, 3}, its demand level belongs
to the set 2( ∈ {10, 20, 30, 40}. The action of the 'th HeNB at
the ( th RB is specied as )((() ∈ {0, 1}, where 0 represents
no transmission and 1 represents transmit. In the simulation
set-up, we specify the noise covariance to be .2

((() = 0.1
(∀' ∈ & and ∀( ∈ ℱ ). In this simulation model, the number
of available RB for HeNBs is xed to be %ℎ#$% = 10.

Note that a LTE eNB macrocell usually consists large num-
ber of HeNB femtocells. The reason we specify & = 6 HeNBs
and %ℎ#$% = 10 in our simulation is because the policy space
grows exponentially with the number of available RBs for
HeNBs under the current problem formulation. Thus, it is
necessary to reduce the action space dimensionality before the
widely application of the proposed algorithm. In the presence
of large number of HeNBs, HeNBs can be lumped into a single
other player (named a composite player). The action space of
that composite player can be chosen appropriately and the RB
access algorithm can then be applied.

In rst example, we are going to investigate the impact of
the pricing parameters (72, 73) in the local utility function (8)
on different global utilities (2) and (4). The pricing parameters
is chosen to ensure the global system performance. This is
an off-line calculation procedure. The simulation results in
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Fig. 2. The effect of different values of (!2, !3) dened in (8) on the global
system performance specied in (2) .

Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are averaged over 1000 iterations, where 20
different scenarios with different noise -(((), channel states
s( are being considered in each iteration. In both gures, x-
axis and y-axis denote 72 and 73, respectively. Z-axis denotes
the global system performance specied in (2) in Fig. 2, while
it denotes the system average performance specied in (4) in
Fig. 3.

Based on Fig. 2, we notice the completely selsh behaviours
from HeNBs (72 = 0, 73 = 0) do not ensure the optimum of
global system performance; while 72 = 5, 73 = 0.25 lead the
least satisfaction level among HeNBs to 0.9, i.e., 5/(p!) =
0.9. We will specify 72 = 5 and 73 = 0.25 in the simulation
for Fig. 4.

Fig. 3 shows the system average performance (4) is less
sensitive to the change of pricing parameters (72, 73). System
average performance is of similar level when the pricing pa-
rameters are of the range 0 ≤ 72 ≤ 7, 0.05 ≤ 73 ≤ 0.5. Thus,
in the case we choose (4) as the global utility function, the
selection of (72, 73) is not unique, they can be of any values
within the above range. It can also be noticed from Fig. 3
that the system average performance decrease dramatically
when 72 > 7. This can be explained as follows: if the power
consumption cost is greater than a certain threshold, a HeNB
will choose not to transmit as the payoff is less than the cost.
Thus, a very high power consumption cost weighting factor
(73) can have a negative effect on HeNB performances.

The next example (Fig. 4) compares the performance of
the proposed RB access algorithm with the existing �“Best
Response�” algorithm with a global utility function specied
in (2). In the simulation, we use small constant step size and
it is specied as ;! = ; = 0.05. The results are averaged over
50 scenarios and there are 2000 iterations.

Best Response is a simple case where each HeNB chooses
its action p!

( at each time slot solely maximizing its local
utility (8) and each HeNB assumes that the actions of other
HeNBs are xed. Thus, Best Response is a special case of
the proposed RB access algorithm with the step size chosen
to be ;! = 1. The action update in the Best Response is not
a function of the previous regret "!−1

( but only a function of
the current instantaneous regret matrix H((p!). From Fig. 4
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Fig. 4. Performance comparison between RB access algorithm (Algorithm 1)
and the �“Best Response�” algorithm.

we can see that the system performance using the RB access
algorithm reaches 0.9 after 1400 iterations and the result
from the �“Best Response�” algorithm stays at around 0.6.
It can be seen that the RB access algorithm (Algorithm 1)
improves the system performance greatly compared to the
�“Best Response�” algorithm. We can also observe from Fig. 4
that both RB access algorithm and �“Best Response�” algorithm
do not converge to constant values, it is because transmission
policy p! converges to a correlated equilibrium set when
! → ∞ and the correlated equilibrium set has more than one
correlated equilibrium policy.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed implementation of cognitive femtocell
base stations for resource block allocation in the downlink
of a eNB macrocell LTE/3GPP system. By considering the
eNB as the primary base station, the HeNBs are formulated
as multiple secondary base stations competing for spectrum
resources. The RB allocation problem is formulated in a static
environments, using static game framework. A RB access
algorithm is proposed to compute the correlated equilibrium

policy in such a environment. We also prove that the RB access
algorithm converges to the correlated equilibrium set of the
formulated game. Numerical examples are used to verify the
performances of the proposed algorithm.
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